
Chapter 3 notes continued …

SPATIAL REASONING
This involves the manipulation of objects, either in the mind or on the playing surface (Tetris is an 
example). The Adventures of Lolo series and Sokoban are examples of a series of spatial puzzles made 
into a compete game. Other games, notably RPG and adventure games, often use spatial puzzles as 
smaller quests in a larger game (such as the myriad sliding crate puzzles in console RPG and action 
games).

Spatial reasoning is also often used in boss battles where the players must use the level or the structure 
of the creature itself to succeed in battle. Shadow of the Colossus mastered this in each of its battles, 
effectively turning the creatures into their own playable levels.

PATTERN  RECOGNITION
Pattern-recognition puzzles require the player to look for and identify a pattern when presented
with information. Code breaking is the height of this form of puzzle solving, of course. In electronic 
games, patterns can come at the player faster and faster, making recognition more dif ficult, or have 
mild differences in them, such as a missing component every fifth time the pattern is presented. In 
sports, people regularly study the patterns of competing teams in order to establish both a superior 
offense and defense. 

Boss battles often involve players recognizing the pattern in the boss and identifying the weak point at 
which the boss is vulnerable to attack.

 LOGIC
“You have four orbs, colored black, blue, red and yellow. You must place them on four pedestals in the
correct order. Black is on the left. Red is next to blue. Yellow is to the right of red.”

Logic puzzles require the player to take a set of given information and derive additional information to 
find the solution. These puzzles are most frequently seen in puzzle magazines and adventure games, but
they can also be used as challenges in other types of games. As with riddles and lateral thinking 
puzzles, there is a single solution that the player must solve to progress, so logic puzzles should be used
with caution. On the other hand, logic puzzles can be forgiving. In the case of the preceding example, if
there is only a minor penalty or no penalty for guessing wrong, players could try all combinations of 
orbs until they get it right. The game could also be designed to give hints, showing player how close
they are to the correct solution. In either case, the player should either get a penalty for a wrong guess 
or a bonus for getting the answer right away; otherwise, the puzzle seems like an arbitrary, pointless 
barrier to the rest of the game that just wastes the player’s time.

EXPLORATION
Mazes, dungeons, world maps… exploring the environment is found in a wide variety of games. 
Examples of exploration activities might be locating a speci fic person in a large town, finding a path 
through a maze-like series of corridors, or finding all of the treasure chests on the current level. In FPS 
games, exploration and knowledge of a level is second only to player skill when it comes to survival. 
Adventure games like The Legend of Zelda are well known for exploration-based puzzles, as are RPGs.
Katamari Damacy elevated level design by forcing players to consider levels in a new way—as subsets
of even greater levels that would be revisited again and again at different sizes. In 2D and 3D 
platformers, exploration of a level is often the puzzle. How do you get from A to B to Z to finish the 
level? In this case, you’re not fighting against the enemy so much as you are trying to complete the 
level. For many players, exploration is fun in and of itself. The thought of going down into a dungeon 
and mapping its corridors is the digital equivalent of spelunking (caving). In the early days of video 
games, in fact, the Wizardry series even shipped with graph paper and later included an auto-map as a 
feature—after the player found the automap kit in the game! Nowadays, automaps are commonplace 
and many identify “stuck points” that require players to find some kind of item, solve a puzzle, or 
complete a speci fic quest to pass.

https://www.google.com/search?q=Shadow+of+the+Colossus&safe=off&client=firefox-b-1&sa=X&biw=1200&bih=1254&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=TaUEHSpZCddrNM%3A%2CzRXmHUgN0P6y-M%2C_&usg=AI4_-kRjoQWkRoE__AriQzDS9Oc8hS_S_w&ved=2ahUKEwih_q-15Z_eAhUTKXwKHcQVCE8Q_h0wH3oECAYQDQ#imgdii=hya7eS-SGNwKEM:&imgrc=TaUEHSpZCddrNM:
https://www.mindgames.com/game/Daily+Sokoban
https://www.google.com/search?q=adventures+of+lolo&safe=off&client=firefox-b-1&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjG_PzZ5Z_eAhWLg1QKHbxECdUQ_AUIDygC&biw=1200&bih=1254


While exploration is a great reward for many and, in fact, an aesthetic many games elevate to an art 
form, it can also become an obstacle when players encounter an area they cannot enter or cross 
(perhaps an open pit or a locked door). When players become stuck in levels and have no alternate way 
forward, the effect is similar to that of a bad riddle or a puzzle. It functions as a stop sign and frustrates 
the player.

Free D&D adventures

http://www.dndadventure.com/dnda_adventures.html

